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TRAVEL AGENTS AMENDMENT AND EXPIRY BILL 2014 

Second Reading 

Resumed from 7 May. 

MS J.M. FREEMAN (Mirrabooka) [10.38 am]: I rise to speak on the Travel Agents Amendment and Expiry 
Bill 2014. In reality this is probably, in effect, a repeal bill. The parliamentary secretary said in his second 
reading speech that there are currently 345 licensed travel agents in Western Australia. This bill reflects 
legislation that has been enacted in all other states and the Northern Territory, although the Northern Territory 
did not enter into the Travel Compensation Fund. Although it went into the regulatory system, it did not go into 
the travel fund, but I stand to be corrected on that by the parliamentary secretary. My understanding is that 
although the Northern Territory enacted similar legislation to have regulations around travel agents, it did not 
enact its legislation to contribute to the Travel Compensation Fund. However, every other state in Australia did, 
so the industry became regulated and a Travel Compensation Fund was established. The Travel Agents Bill was 
introduced in 1985 by the then member for Morley–Swan, Mr Tonkin. I think I mentioned to someone in the 
house that that was not very long ago and they pointed out to me that it was 29 years ago; that is a lifetime to 
some. Mr Tonkin introduced the bill to protect consumers’ travel dollars and the good names of travel agents, 
generally, in response to a litany of travel agents’ failures. It is interesting to note—I will probably expand on 
this throughout my speech—in a report by the Department of Commerce “Future Regulation of Travel Agents in 
Western Australia: Decision Regulatory Impact Statement”, printed and distributed in November 2013 there is 
reference to a discussion paper titled “Regulating Travel Agents In Western Australia” of August 2013. 

The SPEAKER: Member for South Perth, member for Bunbury and member for Albany, we cannot hear what is 
going on. Please settle down. 

Ms J.M. FREEMAN: Thank you. For the parliamentary secretary who indicated that he could not hear what I 
was saying, I was going through the history of legislation for travel agents, which was originally to protect 
consumers’ travel dollars and the good name of travel agents. I pulled out the old Hansard books from the 
corridor outside the chamber. I love referring to those old Hansards; I am probably one of the few people who 
know how to use the index to find information in the old Hansards. I say to the Clerks that there is a reason for 
continuing to produce the bound volumes of Hansard, if not just for the romantic inclination of the member for 
Mirrabooka, who likes to pull them out and find an early debate. I tried to search on the internet, because the 
library people have told me that we can search for this type of information online, but it did not work. I am old 
school so 1985 was obviously my time because I can still pull out an old Hansard volume and find a debate. I 
did not read anything beyond the second reading speech, but it was quite interesting. The then member for 
Morley–Swan, Mr Tonkin, who was at that time the Leader of the House, said the introduction of the 1985 
legislation was in response to a litany of travel agents’ failures. Interestingly, he did not go into what those 
failures were or how they occurred. If we think about the history of travel, at first we were called visitors, then 
travellers and then tourists. Australia has a proud history of travel but, initially, travel meant returning to the 
home country. In the lead-up to the implementation of this act in 1985 the history of travel was changing and 
people were starting to head overseas for family visits and tourism purposes. The travel market suddenly became 
a more fluid and growing market that people could benefit from economically by setting up small businesses. 
People invested quite a lot of money to purchase airfares et cetera, and it became a market that could be 
exploited by unscrupulous travel vendors. Perhaps they were not even unscrupulous vendors, but people who 
were naive and thought they too could get into the travel agent gig, and did so. As a result, there were many 
failures and quite a few financial losses. 

When the parliamentary secretary may not have been able to hear me earlier, I was referring to the Department 
of Commerce paper released in November 2013 titled “Future Regulation of Travel Agents in Western Australia: 
Decision Regulatory Impact Statement” in response to the department’s position paper of August 2013. I think 
13 submissions were received, and although the overwhelming number of them were in support of repealing the 
Travel Agents Act, it is worthwhile noting that among that overwhelming number, which included the Australian 
Federation of Travel Agents and other large organisations such as Flight Centre, there was a bit of self-interest. I 
understand the reason for that, and I will go into this in more detail in my speech. Given the nature of this act, 
there was duplication of licensing across borders. I want to point out at this early stage that not everyone in the 
industry considers this bill to be a good thing. I notice that Casey Australia Tours, a travel agent in Bicton, is 
strongly opposed to deregulation. In its submission, Casey Australia Tours described the situation prior to 
regulation as a mess and of businesses frequently becoming bankrupt and consumers’ money being taken by 
agents. Casey Australia Tours believes industry regulation has resulted in a very stable industry and consumers’ 
funds being protected when businesses go broke. Its submission pointed to the bad publicity pre-regulation and 
reduced consumer confidence in the industry. Casey Australia Tours’ submission states that it was very happy 
with the one-off cost to become a participant and sees it as being valuable in helping to keep the industry stable, 
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and believes the Travel Compensation Fund reserves should be used for their purpose. It also states that if the 
reserve funds are to be used for other purposes, the authority of participants should be required, and that the TC 
funds should be returned with interest to contributors. I understand from speaking to the parliamentary secretary 
that a portion of the funds will be returned after moneys have been allocated to education and accreditation 
programs. Certainly in Western Australia money will be returned, but not in other states, but I doubt it will be 
returned with interest. 

The act was established to regulate the industry and that regulation meant agents were educated and that they 
met certain professional standards in delivering services to consumers. The Travel Compensation Fund, the 
headquarters of which are in Sydney, provided compensation to people when agents did not provide the service 
they had offered or became insolvent. It is important to note that only people who used travel agents had access 
to TC funds. TC funds were not available to people who used secondary travel providers. It is also important to 
note that a PricewaterhouseCoopers study found that consumers were largely unaware of the Travel 
Compensation Fund. A survey of consumers suggested that only 14 per cent had some awareness of the Travel 
Compensation Fund.  

It is really interesting that the Department of Commerce stated in the decision regulatory impact statement of 
November 2013 that people only became aware of the TCF when they contacted the department’s consumer 
advocates who directed them to the TCF and informed them how to apply for TCF funding. The report states — 

… it is likely that complaints to the Department as a result of future travel agency failures are expected 
to increase as the TCF will no longer be available to deal with such issues and as consumers seek 
information about their rights in such instances. 

The report states that that will result in a cost to government. The department had been able to refer people with 
concerns, but under general consumer laws the department would have to deal with the complaints as a general 
consumer complaint. I am glad to see the minister is in the chamber, and I understand he has a very good 
understanding of this industry. Although there are good arguments for having Australian Consumer Law, and 
this legislation is a factor of Australian Consumer Law, I am concerned that making these changes will affect 
regulations that seem to have operated quite efficiently for the past 29 years. We have to repeal this bill because 
it will no longer have operation because everyone else has pulled out of the arrangement. The Western 
Australian legislation is part of a national scheme that applies across all jurisdictions—although I am unsure if it 
applies in the Northern Territory. It introduced national industry standards and established the Travel 
Compensation Fund for consumer losses from travel agent insolvency or other failures to pass on funds to a 
supplier. 

I note from reading the second reading speech of 12 November 1985 that the commonwealth government pulled 
out of discussions and left it up to the states. The commonwealth government withdrew from discussions about 
making this a commonwealth scheme. The second reading speech does not highlight why the commonwealth 
government pulled out of those discussions at that point in time. Also of interest, the debate in 1985 considered 
that the TCF would be self-funding. It would just need seed funding and not need ongoing contributions. That 
did not actually occur. An article on the Australian Bureau of Statistics’ website written by the director of travel 
development for the Australian National Travel Association, R. D. Piesse, which upon reading, I thought made 
sense, states — 

Under the Constitution of the Commonwealth the Commonwealth has no direct powers to regulate 
travel and tourism, … 

Constitutional powers only kick in when it goes to trade—although now, as most travel agents are incorporated, 
this would come under the corporations power of the Australian Constitution. Primarily that is how the 
Australian Consumer Law applies, because it applies to corporations. It seems to me that there are still sole-
operator agencies that do not come under the corporations power. Those businesses would be registered as a 
business under state legislation, and the state has mirror legislation for Australian Consumer Law. 

This legislation is part of the regulatory problem of a state-by-state model versus federal act and regulation. To 
trade in travel in Australia, a business was required to hold a travel agent licence for every state in which it had a 
presence. That caused administrative problems for large organisations such as Flight Centre. An agent required 
only one licence in Western Australia to operate multiple businesses; it cost a bit more, but it is only one licence 
for multiple businesses. I understand that for larger businesses, especially multinational businesses, that would 
pose a large problem. The KPMG report “Study into the red tape burden associated with the regulation of travel 
agents” found — 

… the application forms are relatively straightforward and generally do not take a significant amount of 
time … 
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The documents were similar, if not identical, in each state, which did not present a difficulty. The application 
required — 

• certified copies of identification documents; 

• a letter from previous employer, outlining experience; and 

• certified copies of academic results. 

The application process was not the big administrative problem; it was the Travel Compensation Fund and the 
requirements under the fund to show the financial capacity of the organisation to continue to operate and the 
requirement to hold funds to ensure the company had the capacity to continue to operate. That requirement 
actually ceased last year. 

The national scheme is a very good representation of a federated model, and it will be interesting to see whether 
it is the last. I stood in this place when we debated the national accreditation of nurses or other issues in 
maintaining a “state separateness”. Recently, the Medicines, Poisons and Therapeutic Goods Bill 2013 required 
the removal of provisions because the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review argued 
we were adopting federal laws, which is something that this house does not do—we bring in our own legislation. 
I have argued, and will continue to argue, that I do not think that process benefits consumers or the community.  

It might make us feel good and think that we have some sort of autonomy, but we do not have autonomy because 
if the other states pull out, we will be left as the last person standing. The federated model came about with all 
participating jurisdictions enacting uniform rules, which included the requirement for travel agents to be licensed 
and be a member of the Travel Compensation Fund. If other jurisdictions were to pull out of the federated model 
of cooperation, there would be little to be done but follow suit. 

I note from the parliamentary secretary’s second reading speech that the Western Australian government 
reluctantly came to repeal the Travel Agents Act 1985. The second reading speech states that Western Australia 
and South Australia opposed dissolving the schemes but were outvoted. The second reading speech on the 
legislation in the South Australian Parliament did talk about that government’s opposition to dissolving the 
scheme; I am not entirely sure that the South Australian government held the same reservations that the Western 
Australian government held. The regulatory impact statement outlines that WA recognised the need for change, 
but preferred a less costly regulatory mechanism rather than full withdrawal. The Western Australian 
government wanted to reduce the red tape to change a number of things about the model to see whether it had the 
ongoing capacity to deliver to consumers without completely withdrawing. However, the decision made by the 
other states meant that continuing the scheme was not viable for Western Australia alone, because travel agents 
cross borders and it would not protect all Western Australian consumers equally. Interestingly, in defence of the 
changes, and to assure consumers that they are protected, the states will rely on Australian Consumer Law as the 
appropriate regulatory process. As members know, since January 2011 the nation has had a single fair trading 
and consumer protection law, Australian Consumer Law, which regulates all businesses and sectors, including 
the travel sector. It provides certainty for business and consumers. The ACL is enforced by the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission and the state consumer affairs departments. 

As I said, a similar bill was debated in the South Australian Parliament. The minister responsible for the bill in 
that state illustrated that the impetus for the change was also in response to the change in electronic commerce. I 
do not know where the South Australian minister got his figure from—I looked to see whether we had a similar 
figure—but he said that two-thirds of travel and travel-related expenditure, or $18 billion out of $27 billion, is 
now made without relying on a travel agent. A huge number of people are now doing electronic bookings and 
travel arrangements that fall outside the ambit of the legislation. It is important to note that the focus of the 
national scheme had been on travel agents and intermediaries and did not usually cover travel and 
accommodation suppliers. People are now cutting out the person in the middle who worked within regulations 
and was protected, and are going straight to the provider. In doing so, they are probably placing themselves at 
more risk but, interestingly, we have tended to become bigger risk-takers in travel because it is less costly than it 
was in 1985. It is clear that, with an increase in household incomes and a decline in travel costs, Australian 
consumers have made a determination to willingly take risks by going directly to suppliers rather than relying on 
someone who has knowledge of the industry and is able to give advice that may offer greater protection, which is 
what the current model ensures. It is quite interesting. The change to electronic payments and direct contracts 
combined with the market consolidation of agencies—we have lost smaller agencies to the really large 
companies—and a reduction in travel costs combined with the increase in household incomes has resulted in a 
decline in the demand for the Travel Compensation Fund. The figures I have reflect a reasonable demand for the 
TCF. The regulatory impact statement is a good source of quite a few bits of information. It has information on 
travel agent failures and claims paid in Western Australia from 2006 to 2013. It would be interesting to look at it 
longitudinally, although I note that the table above it shows the total amounts paid from 2001 to 2013. What is 
interesting is the number of claimants. There were nine claimants in 2006; 184 claimants in 2007; 218 claimants 
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in 2008; 52 claimants in 2009; 445 claimants in 2010; 34 claimants in 2011; 2 348 claimants in 2012; and, 28 
claimants in 2013. It is stated that the 2012 and 2013 figures are subject to change, but 2 348 claimants in 2012 
is an amazing figure and must reflect some sort of major issue in 2012. 

Mr P.T. Miles: A cruise line went broke and it had to be registered as an agent. 

Ms J.M. FREEMAN: I want to talk about cruise agents. I am not sure whether I raised cruise ships with the 
parliamentary secretary. The member for Fremantle would now like to break into a rendition of the Love Boat 
Theme! 

Ms S.F. McGurk: It wasn’t me! 

Ms J.M. FREEMAN: Sorry, it was the member for West Swan! 

Ms R. Saffioti: Who will have dinner with the captain tonight, I wonder? 

Ms J.M. FREEMAN: Yes; who will have dinner with the captain tonight! 

That is really interesting. Can the parliamentary secretary explain more by way of interjection? 

Mr P.T. Miles: It was a company called Classic International Cruises. Although a cruise line tends not to be a 
registered travel agent—this fund is only for agents—this one happened to have an agent’s licence, so people 
were able to claim on that licence to get a refund. 

Ms J.M. FREEMAN: That is interesting. The parliamentary secretary enabled me to meet with Dean Long, the 
national manager of strategy and policy at the Australian Federation of Travel Agents. I directly asked him that 
question. I said that my concern is not about the two-thirds of people who do an electronic transfer, but the 
ageing population, which is going on cruise ships, and the bunch of constituents who use transfer agents for that 
because they do have the capacity or confidence to do it online. It is now reverting back to being a major cost, 
even though I understand that for many people cruise liners are much more affordable. Having visited senior 
communities in their electorates, members know that a large proportion of that community accesses this 
particular product in the travel market. My concern—this is what I raised with him—is what will happen when a 
cruise line goes broke. He pointed out that there are really only two cruise lines and that the sub-cruise 
companies are owned by the same two companies. The issue with that is that it is quite likely that they are all 
structured as separate companies to protect the parent company; and, the parent company will not accept liability 
for the failure of the smaller companies. There can be up to a couple of thousand people on any given cruise, 
which is a large number; and, if they can no longer utilise that service because of the company’s failure to 
deliver the cruise or because botulism has broken out on the ship, a strong vocal group in our community—as the 
Minister for Seniors and Volunteering knows—will demand protection. I understand what the parliamentary 
secretary said a minute ago; that is, that the usual situation is that people would not be able to pursue cruise 
companies because they do not have a travel agent’s licence. But the point is that most people go through travel 
agents to purchase a cruise holiday. At least reputable travel agents are regulated and will make sure that people 
choose cruise ships that can deliver. This case clearly shows that if there are 2 348 claimants, there is a capacity 
to claim on the Travel Compensation Fund. The TCF is going, but it is a major concern for me that those people 
will be vulnerable. Dean Long came back to me and said — 

I have taken some advice about your questions on the role of the Travel Compensation Fund. The main 
point of clarification is that the end supplier failure was not covered by the TCF. In case of cruising, if a 
cruise company went out of business the TCF would not cover the traveller. 

The TCF was only established to provide support for travellers who paid and booked through a travel 
agent and the travel agent subsequently went out of business. 

The good news is that in light of changes that have currently been completed in the rest of Australia the 
new insurance products which cover end supplier failure (which could potentially cover the scenario we 
have discussed). 

I suppose we need to ensure that the replacement insurance offered through the Australian Federation of Travel 
Agents will ensure that people have recourse to their insurance, and that the education campaigns informing 
consumers will state that they need to get that sort of travel insurance to cover the end supplier. That figure, 
2 348, and the parliamentary secretary’s interjection to me that it referred to cruise lines indicates that my 
concern is valid and that the proof of the pudding will be in the eating. It should be a major concern to us as 
policymakers that we are still very much playing in this space. We should not assume, once the Travel Agents 
Act is repealed, that people will be covered under the Australian Consumer Law and that we will have no 
responsibility to ensure that the education on choice campaigns will deliver to those people so that they can have 
the best protection. Frankly, I agree with the government and I can see the reasons for the government’s 
reluctance on this bill. It seemed like a very good scheme for ensuring that consumers were protected. 
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Another reason given for not requiring this law anymore is that people have a chargeback mechanism on their 
credit cards so that consumers can have a transaction reversed when goods and services are not supplied. That 
gives additional protection, although I understand that a chargeback is limited — 

Mr A.J. Simpson: Fourteen grand. 

Ms J.M. FREEMAN: Fourteen grand, the Minister for Seniors and Volunteering has lost! 

A chargeback is limited under the terms and conditions of the consumer and credit provider. Therefore, it would 
be worthwhile pointing out in any education campaign that people should ensure their terms and conditions give 
them that option. 

The member for Collie–Preston will be interested in this note I have from a gentleman at the Travelworld agency 
in Collie. He raised concerns about how chargebacks are dealt with under the merchant and credit card 
agreements and sought a review to consider the financial hardship caused by these arrangements. He outlined the 
case of two clients who made claims via chargeback totalling $12 518 when the wholesalers for Classic 
International Cruises collapsed. That was therefore the collapse of another cruiser. I ask the minister whether 
Classic International Cruises is the one we talked about. 

Mr A.J. Simpson: Yes. 

Ms J.M. FREEMAN: It is. The Classic International Cruises collapse left a litany of damage to both small and 
large businesses. It is an area about which the parliamentary secretary needs to speak to the Minister for 
Commerce about doing a bit more research on how to protect the consumers of those cruises because, frankly, it 
is a vulnerable market space. My concern is that taking away regulation for travel agents and going to a 
voluntary accreditation system will encourage someone to set themselves up in a suburban house, for example in 
Alexander Heights in my electorate, and go down to the seniors’ club and say, “Have I got a deal for you guys! 
Here’s a great cruise you all want to go on and we can all do it together”. It is a bit like Christmas in July lunches 
and the Christmas functions for seniors: suddenly all the members of the seniors’ club will be on a cruise! That 
was just me having a bit of an outside thought. Given that the parliamentary secretary is nodding at me and the 
Minister for Seniors and Volunteering has direct understanding of this issue, repealing this bill is an area of 
extraordinary vulnerability for us as policymakers. I understand and acknowledge the argument that the TCF 
would not have covered them, but experience shows something different. Experience shows that the TCF did 
cover people. 

I note that former member John Hyde asked Hon John Kobelke, the former Minister for Consumer and 
Employment Protection, to advise on the legal action by the then Department of Consumer Protection against an 
individual for breaching the Travel Agents Act. Hon John Kobelke’s reply to the question reads — 

In 1999, Mr Stuart James Bromley offered Victorian branches of Scouts Australia an expedition to 
Kakadu in the Northern Territory to be undertaken in April 2000. Mr Bromley was the public officer of 
an organisation called the Art Foundation, which it has since been discovered did not fulfil its 
obligations under the Associations Incorporation Act in Western Australia, where this body was set up. 
Mr Bromley and his organisation were not registered as a travel agency. As a result of the planned 
seven-day trip, the scouts put the money forward and a charter was to be organised through Qantas. The 
Victorian scouts were out of pocket to the tune of $200,000. The Scout Association stepped in to ensure 
its members were not out of pocket—the organisation lost out. 

There was a problem with that though. The agent was charged with two breaches of the Travel Agents Act for 
holding himself out and carrying on a business as a travel agent. He was convicted, fined and ordered to pay 
costs and ordered to repay some of that money, but not all of it—$89 000—but the consumers were unable to 
gain compensation from the TCF. The reply continues — 

In this case, someone set up to offer organised travel when he had no right to do so. He was also 
operating through this Art Foundation, 

From my reading of the reply, although the agent was charged under the act, there was no access to the TCF. I 
understand that is the issue here with this bill. Now that there will no longer be a TCF, people will be left with 
the Australian consumers laws, which means that they will have to make a complaint to the Consumer Protection 
Division that is charged with the responsibility for processing those complaints. 

The major argument to repeal the regulation of the Travel Agents Compensation Fund was the costs associated 
with the regulation of travel agents referred to in the KPMG study into the red tape burden, commissioned by the 
Australian Federation of Travel Agents. I really liked the terminology used in the report. It suggested, which is 
an interesting word for accountants as they usually are more pointed, that administration costs to travel agents 
could be—again nothing really determinate about that—in excess of $19 million per annum. However, the study 
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basically indicated that it could be argued that 94 per cent of that cost—$18.2 million—was not for 
administration but for the TCF. The issue therefore in the red tape reduction aspect of the study seemed to be that 
we could look at the regulation but we also have to look at the operation of the TCF. If the TCF was set up with 
initial seed funding, so that there was an initial cost when joining the fund, and if it invested and was able to 
grow its own fund, it is quite interesting that it was never able to deliver on that. Again, I suppose, it is a 
completely moot point, because all the other states pulled out. But I think what was a very valuable 
compensation for consumers in this space is now lost to those consumers. I do not think that necessarily means 
that consumers will pay less, because they will now be protected by insurance. I am sure that in the past travel 
agents probably passed on administrative costs by charging consumers, but I am sure that most of them did their 
best to minimise costs. It is an extraordinarily competitive market, but now that two-thirds of the market is no 
longer presenting, it will be very difficult to compete. That is why I worry about the seniors end of the market, 
because that is an area in which agents can clearly market themselves quite well. However, without doubt, I am 
sure that the insurance that is being set up to protect consumers from high costs will be passed on to consumers. 
People will have a choice about whether to be insured and they will take risks, and then they will ring us when 
those risks are proven to be greater than the insurance that they should have taken out! 

The report of PricewaterhouseCoopers “Review of consumer protection in the travel related services market” of 
November 2010 said that licensing fees for the travel industry totalled $1.3 million and that the training costs 
were estimated to be $4.3 million. A majority, again two-thirds, of the large costs associated with the regulation 
and delivery of this very valuable compensation fund was going to education and training. It cannot be a bad 
thing to have trained travel agents. Other states have made a decision to pull out of the 29-year-old operating 
system, which frankly had not come on to our radar because it was operating well. It is not as though it was 
operating with any problems or difficulties; it was servicing the community well and ensuring that, as the 
gentleman said previously in his submission, the mess was sorted out and we could rely on the quality of the 
service travel agents delivered. Suddenly we find that most of the reduction in red tape is because education and 
training is no longer paid for. If the lion’s share of the cost is due to training to practise as travel agents, and as 
that requirement involved at least 50 hours of training, have we done something to damage the industry or have 
the other states done something to damage the industry because training will not be a requirement any longer? 
That is not to suggest that good, reputable travel organisations will not train their people, but it does suggest that 
in a competitive market, the first thing that goes is formal, on-the-job training. They will just say, “It is okay, you 
have all the training you need; I can just train you while you’re in the workplace”, whereas if people are 
receiving training from an accredited organisation outside, that will bring back not only new ideas but also 
cautionary tales and capacities that go beyond the person who has been working in their business for a long time. 
I am concerned that we are going down this path, yet the two major things that are being taken away are 
a compensation fund that seems to act effectively and a regulatory system that seems to be targeted primarily at 
ensuring that people are trained to deliver services well. I can see why the government was reluctant to act 
on this. 

The PwC report quoted in the report to the regulatory impact statement to which I keep referring shows at page 3 
a cost of $23.5 million per annum nationally and, based on WA’s proportion being nine per cent, an estimated 
cost to WA of $2.277 million per annum. That is pretty interesting when one looks at the very handy chart of 
compensation payments. The estimated cost to Western Australia has been $2.277 million per annum and the 
total cost of payouts to Western Australia between 2001 and 2013 was almost $4 million. I understand that that 
is over a 10-year period, but usually the amount paid would have been around the half-million dollar mark. The 
average and median payment was around $1 000 every year, apart from the big year. I have found something 
interesting here, and the parliamentary secretary might be able to tell me why in 2012, when there were 2 348 
claimants in Western Australia, the median payment was $1 163, but in 2011, when there were only 
34 claimants, much fewer claimants than in previous years, the median payment was $3 396? That is massively 
fewer people, but three times as much payout. The total payout for 2012 was $2.5 million-odd, and the payment 
in 2011 was $50 000-odd. Clearly it was less, but why was there a marked increase that year when the median 
sat around $1 000? The PwC report shows the average payout to consumers, but it does not show it in this 
regulatory impact statement document. That is interesting because the median payment does not reflect what it 
was saying in the report, but I will leave that for now. 

The Australian Federation of Travel Agents will operate a voluntary accreditation scheme to meet the previously 
regulated conduct, skill and financial management standards. It argues that this will be a marketing tool to give 
consumers confidence in accredited agents. Also, AFTA has received $2.8 million from the TCF reserves to 
develop their accreditation scheme. How very nice for an organisation to actively lobby and issue reports to get 
rid of a system and the regulation, and then actively receive funding to replace that system and put in an 
accreditation system! Let us hope that it can deliver its red-tape reduction and accreditation systems and that that 
does not mean that travel agents do not adopt it because the new system is too difficult. They have certainly been 
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very active in the space of insurance, and they are offering mandatory insurance, public liability and professional 
indemnity insurance, statutory insurance and the recommended insurance business pack and management 
liability and optional insurance for a scheduled airline failure, end-supplier failure and travel agent and 
intermediary failure. All of the things that it could be argued sat outside of the TCF are optional, but people will 
have to take out insurance for the recommended insurance, which is the business pack and management liability. 
If margins are tight, people may choose to go for mandatory public liability and professional indemnity 
insurance, which is somewhat less than what consumers were provided under the TCF. 

An amount of $3 million will be allocated from TCF reserves for a public awareness campaign. I assume that 
that will be there to show that consumers understand what actions they need to take to protect their interests 
when pursuing travel products and that it will make the industry aware of its obligations under Australian 
Consumer Law. I am not entirely sure where that $3 million will come from. I understand a $2.8 million grant 
has been given to CHOICE. I am wondering whether that is two separate amounts. I am sure the 
parliamentary secretary set this out in his second reading speech. I cannot seem to place it at the moment. Will 
the $3 million be run state by state and through the state consumer affairs department? I understand the 
$2.8 million for CHOICE is for research. It will undertake research on the consumer experience, including 
information and education, and advocacy in advancing the interests of consumers. My assumption is that 
consumers will have free access to that. The difficulty with CHOICE is that when one visits its website, there 
is a portal for things that are free and for things that cost money. I am clarifying that that will be part and parcel 
of that. 

It is pertinent that the government was extraordinarily cautious about winding up this fund. I thought the 
Insurance Council of Australia would have been keen for this to happen given that it shifts from a compensation 
fund to primarily an insured scheme. It was interesting that it preferred to stay the same—that is, continued 
regulating the Travel Compensation Fund. The Insurance Council noted that the actions under Australian 
Consumer Law would be beyond the reach of most consumers. It reiterated the view that the TCF provides an 
important consumer protection that should be maintained. It raised the need to ensure that in the absence of the 
TCF, consumers are made aware that travel insurance products do not cover travel agents who may become 
insolvent. That is because those products that the Australian Federation of Travel Agents suggests are only 
recommended insurances; they are not mandatory. I found that really interesting. It basically said that removing 
the TCF would have a negative impact on consumers’ prospects of recovering losses except under actions via 
Australian Consumer Law. Of course it then pointed out that Australian Consumer Law would be difficult for 
people. 

It has now become an issue under Australian Consumer Law. Had the commonwealth continued to operate in 
this space in 1985 instead of leaving it as a federated piece of legislation, and had other states pulled out, 
Western Australia would be left in a void in which it could no longer operate because the costs to operate the 
fund were prohibitive, or I assume they were prohibitive. It would have been costly to continue a fund like the 
one that operated in Sydney. It is important that we continue to assess the issues I raised about cruises with the 
parliamentary secretary. I would hate to be a portent of doom, because everyone loves cruises, but when things 
go wrong people will knock on our doors saying that something happened. 

I note that Western Australia has outstanding travel agents. Out of 142, only eight have failed between 2007 and 
2012. I commend the fact that the Consumer Protection Division of the Department of Commerce and travel 
agents in Western Australia have ensured they have complied with the act and taken that on. Considering there 
are 3 000-odd travel agents in Australia, as the parliamentary secretary outlined in his speech, having only 
345 licensed travel agents in Western Australia is pretty impressive. Some of those are obviously cross-border 
agents. We should congratulate travel agents for doing a difficult job in a changing market. Regulation should 
not be seen as something to have been avoided but something to have been embraced. Looking at the total 
number of travel agents in Australia, 142 over that period is not a lot considering the risks in the industry. It 
seems to me that the other states have probably cut off their nose to spite their face. It has shown me that 
federated models, where each state agrees to one particular piece of legislation, is not sustainable. Such things 
require a national piece of legislation. Obviously, we have now reverted to the Australian Consumer Law, but 
that model has been known to fail. When we keep bringing in mirror legislation, we might want to think about 
that. Clearly, there are questions about that. 

The opposition supports the Travel Agents Amendment and Expiry Bill 2014. It is in effect a repeal bill to put in 
place a time line so that the Travel Compensation Fund continues. It stops on 1 July. Any claims made up until 
1 July will be completed. It has been done in a staged manner that is respectful. It can be done in a staged 
manner because there is quite a lot of money in the TCF. I understand the government’s reluctance. It is a shame 
that other states could not be convinced that we need to work on this to continue what seemed to be a viable and 
good scheme, instead of placing Western Australia in a situation in which we had no other option but to agree to 
repeal what seemed to be good regulation made in 1985. In doing that, the mess was taken out of the system, as a 
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travel agent said. We made it a good system. It might have required reform but whether it needed such radical 
reform, we will have to wait and see. 

MR W.J. JOHNSTON (Cannington) [11.38 am]: I would like to tell a story about a travel agent in the 
electorate of Cannington. Mrs Frances Restifo ran Supreme Travel in Queens Park. Her case shows that 
sometimes we can have trouble even in a regulated environment. There is often a discussion about the clients of 
travel agents. Sometimes people are unaware of the problems that face each individual travel agency. I want to 
tell Mrs Restifo’s story; in fact she has asked me to. I told her that I would do so at the first opportunity I had in 
Parliament. As we all know, we do not get much time to do these sorts of things. It is relevant to the second 
reading of the Travel Agents Amendment and Expiry Bill 2014. 

On 1 June 2004, Mrs Restifo was contacted at her travel agency—which she operated from home—about three 
sets of international airfares that added up to about $20 000 and were paid for over the phone using a credit card. 
Frances followed all the rules that the bank imposed on her for the use of credit cards. She completed the 
transaction in accordance with the proper procedures of the bank. However, on 1 July 2004 the bank involved—
what happened is not its fault—contacted Mrs Restifo to explain that when those charges were put onto the 
credit card accounts and went to the cardholders, the cardholders made claims that the cards had been 
fraudulently used. Therefore, the payment of $20 000, which had been paid into her trust account, was then 
charged back. The bank cannot actually take the money out of the account, but it discounts the next month’s 
payment by the value of the chargeback, which was $20 000. Everybody in the chamber would understand that 
that is a huge impact for a woman running a small business from a family home. Things are different now 
because there are much more instantaneous direct transactions and the fraud systems are much more advanced, 
but in 2004 there could be a long time between the transaction and the acknowledgement of there having been a 
problem. Mrs Restifo was confronted with this $20 000 deduction from her income. One of the airfares had 
already been used by the time the chargeback occurred, but two of the airfares had not been exercised, including 
a first-class trip for two people from Johannesburg to Singapore on a particular airline. My constituent was just a 
small business person—there are now different systems—and back then they did not deal directly with the 
airline but dealt with the wholesaler. The wholesaler no longer exists, but I do not want to name the wrong 
business. Mrs Restifo dealt with the wholesaler and asked why it was issuing the tickets after the card was used 
fraudulently. The interesting position here is that wholesaler had been paid for the fares because Supreme 
Travel—my constituent’s business—had already paid the wholesaler. The wholesaler had paid the airline, the 
bank’s customer had been refunded the money by the bank in the ordinary way, and the only person out of 
pocket was my constituent, Mrs Restifo. The only person in the transaction chain who lost any money was this 
woman running a small business. Two of the airfares had not even been exercised by that stage, but the 
wholesaler would not provide any assistance to her. She refused to pay the money and the wholesaler sued her. 
Because the wholesaler would not contact the airline to cancel the ticket, she personally contacted the airline and 
it would not cancel the ticket either. Imagine this: two people arrive at Johannesburg airport to travel on a first-
class airfare from Johannesburg to Singapore, the airline knows that that transaction was executed using a 
fraudulently obtained credit card, and yet it still would not cancel the flight. That was the situation that 
confronted my constituent and she ended up being sued by the wholesaler for the debt. 

She engaged a solicitor and the matter went on for years through the court system until February 2008, when the 
matter was settled on a walk-away basis and both parties paid their own costs, so there was no exchange between 
the parties. Mrs Restifo, however, asserts that she did not give instructions to her solicitor to make that 
settlement. She was then in dispute over the bill with the lawyer, and the matter went to the Legal Profession 
Complaints Committee. Unfortunately, when that case was heard in November 2008, the solicitors, of course, 
had extensive file notes, as members would imagine a law firm would keep, whereas Mrs Restifo did not have 
such extensive file notes and the Legal Profession Complaints Committee found in favour of her solicitor. She 
subsequently sought legal advice and was quoted $50 000 for further legal action because she could have taken 
the matter to the Supreme Court. She would have not only had to front $50 000 for her own legal representation, 
but also be at risk of losing and having to pay the defendant’s costs as well. Members can see that what started 
out as a dispute over three sets of airline tickets in 2004 has led to Mrs Restifo and her husband—they are both 
retired and on the age pension—still paying back all those debts, which are the original debt from the credit card 
problems to the wholesaler and the fees to the solicitor for the case that was settled, she says, against her 
instructions. Because of ill health, partly brought on by the stress over 10 years of battling this huge problem in 
her life, she is in a terrible situation and is still paying off those debts. 

Mrs Restifo has two children, and she held back from her family all these problems until late last year. She did 
not tell her kids about the huge stress, and they did not understand why their mother and father were so 
constantly stressed. I promised Mrs Restifo that at the appropriate time I would raise her case. I believe it shows 
a problem in the existing regulations that I do not think many people would have even thought about. 
Mrs Restifo makes the point that the new systems used by travel agents are better because they can book directly 
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with airlines through the computerised systems; they do not have to go through a wholesaler. Also, the 
improvements in the technology the banks use reduce the risk of fraud. Mrs Restifo, a migrant to Australia, has 
worked hard—as have so many other migrants that we all hear about in our electorates all the time—raised a 
family, made a contribution and built a small business, and it was all ruined by a person fraudulently using a 
credit card. The further tragedy was that even though the wholesaler could have taken action—I imagine if 
somebody had gone into one of its agencies, it would have taken action—took no action to stop the people using 
the fraudulently obtained tickets. I find it really surprising that the airlines and the wholesaler would not help 
solve this problem, even though the banks had made it very clear that the card had been used in a fraudulent 
manner. The passengers who used the fraudulent tickets were able to board the plane but the airline would not 
cancel the ticket on the basis that Mrs Restifo was not the client; the client was the person getting on the plane. 
Effectively, the airline was saying that she did not have standing, even though she was the one paying for the 
ticket. It is an extraordinary situation and I feel very sorry for Mrs Restifo. When constituents come to see me, I 
always want to do something for them, and I feel very powerless when I find myself in a situation such as this 
when, no matter what good offices I provide, I cannot actually solve any of the problems she came to me with. 
That is certainly the case I found myself in, but I have kept faith with Mrs Restifo in one aspect, having said that 
through Parliament I would make sure the public was made aware of what happened to her. In my view, that is 
the proper use of Parliament—to make sure that constituents who have no other recourse can have their story 
told. I find it extraordinary; I know that the systems have improved, but if the same situation arose again, in 
which a person gets on a plane with a ticket that has been purchased using a fraudulent credit card, one would 
think that the airlines would actually fight the fraud rather than narrowly follow the contract law with regard to 
the agent having no part to play. 

Although Mrs Restifo’s case was extreme because it involved $20 000, she said that when small travel agents 
like her had to deal with wholesalers, the wholesalers would often keep the money and issue the ticket even 
though it was a fraudulent card. I think that is unconscionable. As I said, that particular agency no longer exists; 
it has been taken over by another one. I am not in the industry, but those who are know those two prominent 
organisations. Mrs Restifo’s assertion is that it was relatively common for them to keep the money from these 
sorts of cases. Her case was extreme because $20 000 in 2004 would today be worth about $30 000 if we take 
inflation into account. It was a huge amount of money, and it ended up ruining Mrs Restifo’s later years. It has 
caused stress for her and her family. She has explained to her children what actually happened and they have 
very great sympathy for what she has had to go through. It has had a direct impact on her health and I hope that 
things can go better for her now and into her continued retirement. 

MR P.T. MILES (Wanneroo — Parliamentary Secretary) [11.52 am] — in reply: I thank members for their 
comments on the Travel Agents Amendment and Expiry Bill 2014 this morning, and the member for Cannington 
for putting on the record the concerns of one of his constituents about what happened to her previously. 

The member for Mirrabooka made several references to the Travel Compensation Fund being repealed. Our 
government, represented by then Minister for Transport Hon Simon O’Brien, was outvoted at the ministerial 
meeting and there was not much more we could do about it. I want to put on the record that the Consumer 
Protection Division of the Department of Commerce looked at many options to try to continue with some form 
of fund or insurance or whatever else it could look at, and there really was not anything it could put in place 
without penalising Western Australian travel agents. We have to remember that this is about agents; it is not 
about airlines, cruise ships, the taxi industry or anything like that. For members who are interested, TCF 
membership fees as of January 2014 were $8 260 for the first shop location, and if there was an additional 
location it cost a further $5 515. That was a one-off joining fee, and that money obviously went into the TCF. 
There was also an annual fee of $425 for the first location and $320 for each further location. That is what travel 
agents were paying into the TCF. In Western Australia there were also licensing fees for the Consumer 
Protection Division, so for an individual working from home or a small space, the fee for three years was $1 184; 
a body corporate paid $1 745, which included the principal location, plus $245 for every additional location up 
to a maximum of $2 450. That was quite a bit of cost involved for agents. Agents operating in this space might 
sell a $20 000 ticket, but they will be lucky to get a couple of hundred bucks out of it because the commissions 
are not that great; most of the money is being passed on to the end user—the airline, the cruise ship or whatever. 

The current act clearly was the right legislation for its time, and I think the member for Mirrabooka put that quite 
well. The industry was in quite a mess; there were people operating travel agencies all over the place, so some 
regulation had to be put in place and over some 30 years that has done very well. However today, unfortunately, 
not everyone goes to a travel agent anymore. Quite a lot of people book their accommodation and airfares direct, 
and in most cases they are probably using an overseas agency or just doing it directly and not utilising local 
agents, so those people have no protection at all. That is what Australian Consumer Law is there to protect. 

There are some other issues. The industry has an accreditation scheme and the Australian Federation of Travel 
Agents is working with overseas-based insurance brokers to develop a range of insolvency insurance products to 
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help both consumers and agents. It will emerge over the coming months how that will be worked through. As I 
stated earlier, state ministers announced that they would approve a grant of $2.8 million from that fund to the 
Australian Consumers Association, which we all know as Choice. It will implement a number of interdependent 
projects over a period of four and a half years that will include some research to make sure that if there are any 
travel issues we will not need to bring any further legislation back to this house. It will also provide online 
information for consumers about their rights under the Australian Consumer Law, which this legislation will fall 
under. Obviously, there are also industry-led mechanisms delivering targeted online education campaigns to 
achieve maximum consumer awareness, and the association will also generally undertake advocacy and policy 
development to advance the interests of consumers. The ministers around the nation obviously wanted to choose 
a national body to do that, external from their own agencies, and Choice is that organisation. 
The fund, of about $3 million, will be allocated to some other national profile companies, basically for an 
advertising campaign; the TCF needs to do this, but I would suggest that what the member for Mirrabooka said 
is probably true: I do not think anyone understood that this was in place in the first place. The TCF is one of 
those — 
Ms J.M. Freeman interjected. 
Mr P.T. MILES: Yes. It has just been operating without anyone being aware that it was there. 
The member for Mirrabooka also rightly pointed out that in Western Australia, between 2007 and 2012, only 
eight agencies went belly-up. I probably would like a bit more information on how or why they went bankrupt, 
or whether they just closed; I do not know. In 2008 there were four, two in 2010 and two in 2012. The ones in 
2012 might have something to do with the cruise ship disaster of that year, because, as we know, chargeback is a 
direct cost to small business people, and we need to remind ourselves that these are small business people. Major 
companies such as Flight Centre can absorb those sorts of costs because they have the buying power and the 
capacity to do so. Small agencies such as an agency in Byford incurred a $14 000 chargeback. I think it is a 
travel agent linked to someone in this house. It is only a small company and $14 000 is a lot of money, as it is to 
everyone. I think the member for Cannington made quite clear what happened to someone in his electorate and 
they are still paying for it some years later. Our departments are looking at the chargeback system; I think 
ministers are trying to get it on the agenda. Clearly, we have to see whether banks can do a bit more than 
government can do. We need to look at how they apply their rules and see whether the chargeback can be 
lessened or capped at a lower amount. Clearly, as a state, we need to prevent fly-by-night or rogue traders from 
entering the market. I understand that under the federal legislation, agents will have to be accredited travel agents 
to access the system, and that will be controlled by the Australian Federation of Travel Agents. Quite a bit of 
work is being done and it is almost completed. I believe we pretty much have most of the protections in place. If 
a travel agent goes broke, other processes will be in place to protect consumers. As I said during an interjection, 
the Travel Compensation Fund was not there to support airlines that go broke. I think there have been a raft of 
those in past years, such as Compass Airlines (Australia), Ansett Australia and Compass Airlines again, which 
was resurrected. As a whole, I think the industry has progressed very well and has very much made itself very 
professional. 
I do not have much more to say other than to point out one last thing. In this state we will refund some of the 
licensing fees, which the other states did not do. That is why there are some differences in the legislation. It is a 
three-year fee, so we will refund those agencies that have a whole year left on their licences. People who last 
year paid for three years will receive a two-year refund in the coming months once the bill has passed through 
the upper house. 
Question put and passed. 
Bill read a second time. 
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading. 

Third Reading 
MR P.T. MILES (Wanneroo — Parliamentary Secretary) [12.03 pm]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a third time. 
MS J.M. FREEMAN (Mirrabooka) [12.03 pm]: I note that we have not gone into consideration in detail 
because it is probably more appropriate that the minister responsible, who is in the Legislative Council, deals 
with it in the Committee of the Whole. I bring to the attention of the house that the Travel Agents Amendment 
and Expiry Bill is called an amendment bill rather than a repeal bill, given that is in effect what it is. 
Question put and passed. 
Bill read a third time and transmitted to the Legislative Council. 
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